Synthesis of chitosan-stabilized polymer dispersions, capsules, and chitosan grafting products via miniemulsion.
The potential of chitosan as an emulsion stabilizer is combined with the miniemulsion technique to generate oil droplets, hollow capsules, and latex particles in the diameter range of 100-300 nm carrying a functional biopolymer surface. It turned out that chitosan alone, independent of its molecular weight, is just moderately efficient, which is speculatively attributed to its stiff polysaccharide structure. The addition of biocompatible costabilizers with higher flexibility either to the oil phase or to the water phase, such as Jeffamine or Gluadin (a peptide), eliminates these deficiencies, and very small nanocapsules made of biopolymer hybrids can be obtained. NMR analysis shows that the costabilizer is effectively grafted/cross-linked to the chitosan which makes the miniemulsion route also effective for the modification of hard-to-handle, amphiphilic biopolymers either from the water or from the oil phase.